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On February 21, 1747, The Gentlemen’s Maga-
zine of the Historical Chronical ran a story in 
which the Worshipful Company of Gunmak-

ers of London (plaintiff) were suing a Mr. John Hirst 
(defendant) “…for using the Art, Mystery, and Manual 
Occupation of a Gunmaker, contrary to the Form of the 
Statute made in the fifth year of Queen Elizabeth, etc. 
to prevent the unskilful manufacturing of goods which 
would be prejudicial to the public.” In his defence, Hirst 
told the court that the gunmakers’ “…business in and 
about London was now divided into 21 distinct trades 
1…and that all master gun-makers do in London, after 
they receive the several parts from the respective makers, 
is only to screw those parts together, in which very little 
skill or art is required.” Hirst then produced “…a fine gun 
which he forged, stocked, made and completed himself, 
from beginning to end, without assistance from any one 
person…” Thus, he claimed that he had proven his gun-
making skills and “…challenged the whole company put 
together to make the like.” Apparently that satisfied the 
court, the story reporting that “…the plaintiff not being 
able to make any case fit to be left to a jury, suffered a 
non-suit.” 

This fascinating bit of history has been reported on sev-
eral relatively recent occasions,2 but without critical com-
ment. Given the claims made and their implications for 
the nature of gunmaking in the mid-18th century, I find 
this rather curious. This article attempts to present a more 
critical assessment of the merits of the Hirst case and to 
review the significant changes that were taking place in 
the practice of gunmaking in England in the early 18th 
century.

Merits of the Hirst Case

The Worshipful Company of Gunmakers of London 
received its Charter in 16373 to regulate the practice of 
gunmaking in London and, thereby, to ensure the public 
safety. In fact, it created a “closed shop” and the Company 
spent a great deal of time and effort in protecting its turf 
by challenging everyone who made guns in London and 
was not a member of the company, as well as any Com-
pany member who had unproven barrels on their prem-

ises. Of course, this also created an obstacle for the many 
skilled gunmakers who immigrated to England from the 
continent,4 especially the Huguenots who came to avoid 
religious persecution after the revocation of the Edict of 
Nantes in 1685. The Company’s case against Hirst had 
everything to do with his making guns while not being a 
member of the Company and little to do with protecting 
the public safety or with any gunmaking skills he may or 
may not have had.    

Hirst’s case was equally weak. There is no doubt that he 
was a skilled gunmaker, as his subsequent career attests. 
However, his description of the gun trade in 1747 is 
debatable to say the least, and even if it were accepted 
that gunmakers were simply “screwers together,” his posi-
tion that “very little skill or art” is required is ridiculous. 
Firearms during this period were individually made and 
assembled and this took substantial skill. Even military 
small arms, which had become standardized in the early 
18th century, did not have interchangeable parts and re-
quired substantial skill to assemble properly. The advent 
of machine-made components and truly interchangeable 
parts was still nearly a century off.5 Even more absurd 
was Hirst’s challenge to the “whole company together” 
to make a gun which compared favorably with his. There 
were numerous gunmakers in London at the time whose 
work was superior to anything known to have been pro-
duced by Hirst. 

I would conclude that neither side in this case had any 
merit. However, it is ironic that John Hirst subsequently 
developed a virtual monopoly as a “setter up” of all types 
of Ordnance small arms.6 The more profound question is 
then “what was the state of the art of English gunmaking 
in 1747?”  

English Gunmaking in the Late 17th Century

The secrets of the gunmaking trade in England in the 
17th and 18th centuries were passed from master to ap-
prentice, and almost certainly between at least some of 
the master gunmakers. Unfortunately, virtually nothing 
was written down, so we are left trying to deduce from 
existing firearms and various public records what the gun-
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making practice must have been. In this vein, some inter-
esting lessons can be learned through careful examination 
of a group of fine and unusual double-barrelled over-and-
under flintlock carriage pistols dating to about 1690, as 
shown in Fig 1. They were made by John Shaw,7,8 Nicho-
las Paris,9 and Andrew Dolep.10 All of the details compar-
ing these pistols are provided in an article by Weaver and 
Godwin,11 so only those of specific interest to the present 
argument will be given here, using one of the pistols for 
illustrative purposes.

The barrels are made separately and kept apart by the 
wood fore stock except at the breech as seen in Fig 2. The 
touch holes must, of course, be at very different elevations 
in this over-and-under arrangement, and this is best ob-
served by examining the insides of the locks as shown in 
Fig 3. The left lock (lower one in the Fig 3) serves the low-
er barrel and its pan is then necessarily very deep. Note 
that this arrangement of the locks requires them to be of 
the “back action” type with the mainsprings behind the 
cocks. To accommodate the two triggers in line under the 
barrels, the sear mechanisms must be different, as seen 
in Figs 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the stock with the locks 
removed; the trigger plates are seen through the holes cut 
out in the stock for the sears. Pulling the forward trig-
ger causes the trigger plate to pull down on its sear, thus 

disengaging the tumbler and dropping the cock. On the 
other hand, the rear trigger must push up on the rear sear 
to disengage the tumbler. The different sear arrangements 
are seen more clearly in Fig 5.

All of the pistols in this group used exactly this mechan-
ical concept but were otherwise quite different in execu-
tion. The barrel lengths and bore diameters, the furniture 
and decoration, and the way the locks were secured to 
the pistols, all these details between the pistols are differ-
ent. Even the Dyrham Park Shaw pistols are very different 
from the single pistol in this group by the same maker. It 
is absolutely clear that there was no outsourcing of com-
ponents to a common supplier, no use of common tool-

Fig 1. A group of four unusual English double-bar-
relled over-and-under flintlock carriage pistols with 
side-by-side locks circa 1690.

Fig 2. Separate barrels showing stock at muzzle and 
breech arrangement.

Fig 3. Lock internals: top, right lock with shallow 
pan for top barrel; left lock with deep pan for lower 
barrel.
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Fig 4. Stock cut out for right lock. For-
ward trigger serves top barrel by push-
ing down on sear of right lock while rear 
trigger pushes up on sear of left lock to 
fire lower barrel.

Fig 5. Right and left lock internals showing dif-
ferent sear and tumbler mechanisms.  
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Fig 6. French Designs of Jacquinet, first published in 1660.

Fig 7. French designs of Simonin, published in 1684.
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ing, and no common decoration style, engraver, or iron 
chiseller. These pistols were all made independently. How 
then, can the use of what is obviously the same ingenious 
mechanical design concept be explained? The answer is 
found through examination of the French designs of Jac-
quinet,12 first published in 1660, and then slightly later 
in the 1684 designs of Simonin,13 as shown in Figs 6 and 
7. Clearly the English gunmakers had copied the French 
design concept. 

It is well known that, during the late 17th and early 18th 
centuries, English firearm decoration was strongly influ-
enced by the published French designs and that English 
gunmakers had “pirated” copies of these designs and used 
them openly to inspire the decoration of their firearms. 
An example is shown in Fig 8 where the top side plate 
is on a holster pistol by Alexandre Masson of Paris, circa 
1670, and the bottom side plate is from a holster pistol, 
circa 1680, by John Cosens, Gunmaker-in-Ordinary to 
Charles II. Although the design copy is not slavish, it is 
clear that the French design inspired the English version. 
It is equally clear that the use of these French pattern 
books by the English gunmakers went well beyond just 
copying the decorative style.

The important lessons to be learned from this example 
are that, at least around 1690, the English gunmakers 
were apparently working independently, producing the 
entire firearms themselves, and that they had copies of 
the French pattern books which influenced mechanical 
design as well as decoration. Indeed, by the end of the 
17th century, English civilian firearms are often difficult 
to distinguish from those of French makers in the absence 
of proof marks and a maker’s name. This was to change 

dramatically in the early 18th century when the English 
makers developed distinctively English forms and decora-
tion which tended to be more restrained than the French 
designs. 

Interestingly, there is substantial evidence for the mutu-
al collaboration of English gunmakers as well, especially 
in the production of barrels. For example, John Cosens 
was Gunmaker-in-Ordinary to Charles II and is known 
to have made firearms with London Gunmaker proofs 
and his own barrel makers mark, with barrels showing 
the mark of other London gunmakers and, in some cases, 
with barrels showing no proof marks at all.14 Many exam-
ples exist of signed firearms with different barrel maker’s 
marks.

Further evidence for the nature of gunmaking in late 17th 
century England can be seen in the endless variety of dec-
orative details on civilian firearms. Whereas sheet silver 
was used on high-quality firearms made in England up 
to the 1680s, the majority of firearms were made with 
wrought iron furniture. This meant that the components 
such as furniture, locks, and barrels had to be hot forged, 
filed, and finished. Based on examination of a large num-
ber of existing firearms of the period, there is no evidence 
to suggest that common forgings were used and shared 
between gunmakers. Indeed, there is little evidence to 
suggest that a given gunmaker used a set of common dies 
to produce multiple components for his own use. It seems 
that, despite the obvious difficulties and cost of producing 
elaborately chiselled and engraved firearm furniture, the 
gunmaker’s individuality and skills were expressed in the 
work he produced. This is illustrated in Figs 9−11 inclu-
sive, showing butt  masks, side plates, and escutcheons, re-
spectively. From about 1685, English holster pistols gen-
erally had grotesque mask butt caps, following the then 
well-established French tradition. However, the English 
designs tended to be more fanciful and, in some cases, 
almost comedic. It seems that this component provided 
an opportunity for individual artistic expression. The side 
plates and escutcheons also tended to be fanciful and to 
have endless variety. Although there were certainly many 
similarities in overall design, each component appears to 
be a “one-off” in terms of manufacture.

The range of skills practiced by gunmakers of the period 
can also be deduced from an inventory of the tools and 
equipment found in their shops, such as may be creat-
ed when a gunmaker dies. An interesting example is the 
inventory prepared for Probate Court of Andrew Dolep 

Fig 8. Comparison of French and English silver side 
plates: top, Alexandre Masson a Paris, circa 1670; John 
Cosens of London, circa 1680. 
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Fig 9. Forged and chis-
elled iron butt masks by 
eight different gunmakers 
(1685−1720). 
(A) John Cosens, c1685
(B) John Shaw, c1685
(C) Henry Ellis, c1690
(D) Andrew Dolep, c1690
(E) Andrew Dolep, c1695
(F) Pierre Monlong, c 1690
(G) Jean Le Maire, c1710
(H) John White, c 1720
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Fig 10. Forged and chiselled iron 
side plates by six different gun-
makers (1670−1710).
(A) Lawrence Sanderson, c1670
(B) John Dafte, c1685
(C) Godfrey Taylor, c1685
(D) Andrew Dolep, c1690
(E) Andrew Dolep, c1700
(F) Jean Le Maire, c1710
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Fig 11. Forged and chiselled iron escutcheons by six different gunmakers (1670–1720). 
(A) Lawrence Sanderson, c1670
(B) Godfrey Taylor, c1685
(C) George Trulock, c1690
(D) Andrew Dolep, c1690
(E) Jean Le Maire, c1710
(F) John White, c1720

A B C

D E F
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who died in 1713.15 His shop had bellows, a forge, bar-
rel boring tools, et cetera, all the tools required to make 
a complete firearm. Another useful source is the Board 
of Ordnance records. John Shaw was Gunmaker-in-Or-
dinary to Charles II (1670), James II (1685), William III 
(1689), and George I (1715), and maintained the King’s 
Closet of Private Arms from 1688 to 1702. In this latter 
position, all the accounts were handled by the Board of 
Ordnance and have been preserved.16 Shaw did repairs 
as well as gunmaking and the accounts provide details of 
bills regarding all kinds of lock parts from tumblers to 
springs, barrels, stocks, and even furniture items such as a 
“silver thumbpiece.” Clearly, John Shaw had the capabili-
ties to produce an entire firearm and there is no reason to 
suspect that he was unique in this capacity.     
 

Changing Times in the 18th Century

By the 1690s, changes were underway in the gunmak-
ing trade in England. Cast silver and brass were replacing 
wrought iron as materials for firearm furniture. The ad-
vantages were obvious. Silver and brass were easily cast 
and worked, producing a substantial reduction in manu-
facturing costs over the hot forging, filing, and finishing of 
wrought iron. Furthermore, the use of castings permitted 
a design to be produced many times over, thereby permit-
ting economies of scale. It would only become a matter of 
time before the savings associated with outsourcing com-
ponents from specialized suppliers would become appar-
ent. The first example involving the same component on 
firearms by different gunmakers which I have been able to 
identify is the side plate shown in Fig 12. These are from 
holster pistols by Louis Barbar, John Shaw, and Bidet and 
Hutcheson, all very prominent London gunmakers, and 
all dating to about 1715. Neal and Back17 also illustrate 
a silver mounted pistol by Bidet and Hutcheson and a 
pair of brass mounted holster pistols by John Willowes 
(1701−1739) with the same side plate. There are some 
subtle differences as one would expect from a casting at 
this period which would need filing up and polishing, but 
the similarities are so strong that it seems very likely that 
they came from the same source. 

Only rarely at this time was silver on firearms assayed, so 
the suppliers and the date of manufacture are not known 
with certainty. This all changed with the passage of the 
Plate Offences Act of 1738, which meant that silver used 
for firearms furniture had to be assayed and marked. 
Thus, the name and location of the silversmith as well as 
the date of manufacture were now punched on the silver, 

and the silversmith was no longer a mystery. Indeed, it ap-
pears that the entire gun trade used the same silver smiths 
and the choices of firearm furniture in general became 
quite limited. The great individuality of the furniture on 
firearms made during the late 17th and early 18th centu-
ries gave way to basically the same designs from the same 
suppliers to the entire gunmaking trade in London. Of 
course, there are a few notable exceptions, but these are 
relatively rare. This is illustrated in Fig 13 which shows sil-
ver grotesque butt masks over a period of about 40 years 
(1730s to 1770s) by five different gunmakers and four dif-
ferent silversmiths. A similar comparison could be made 
for side plates, escutcheons, pommels and trigger guards 
from virtually all the gunsmiths producing civilian fire-
arms in the middle years of the 18th century. There were 
a few different designs, but the choices were very limited.  
Not only were essentially all of the gunmakers using the 
same silversmiths, but also the molds for casting compo-
nents were apparently passed down from silversmith to 
silversmith over the decades. There may have been some 
sort of agreement regarding the supply of silver furniture 
to the gun trade because there was apparently little pro-
duction overlap between silversmiths in years based on 
the date letters on extant firearms.18 Of course, this may 
have been driven by economic pressures because relatively 

Fig 12. Very similar cast side plates on pistols by differ-
ent makers, suggesting the beginning of the common 
practice of outsourcing of firearms furniture to indus-
try suppliers in England circa 1715.  (A) Louis Barbar, 
c1715; (B) John Shaw, c1715; (C) Bidet & Hutcheson, 
c1715
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low production numbers were required to serve the gun 
trade. This situation continued well into the 1780s when 
silver was no longer commonly used on English firearms 
following the shift in fashion from rococo to neoclassical 
design.

The discussion so far has concentrated on firearms furni-
ture, but similar changes were no doubt occurring with 
regard to other components. In 1707, a group of 42 of 
the leading London gunsmiths banded together to estab-
lish a common facility for the forging, filing, and boring 
of pistol barrels.19 The subscription rate varied between 
respective gunmakers, likely depending on their expect-
ed use, and a total of 3000 pounds was collected, a very 
substantial amount in those days. This suggests both that 
these gunmakers did not have a reliable supply of barrels 
from other sources at the time, and that they saw the clear 
advantages of producing their barrels using a common 
facility. There is little indication regarding how this col-
lective worked out subsequently for the gun trade, but it 
is known that the Birmingham gun trade was flourishing 
by the mid-18th century and supplying components such 
as barrels, locks, and furniture to the London trade. Inter-
estingly, the Birmingham trade felt the prejudice against 
“provincial” makers and regularly engraved “London” on 
their barrels and used proof marks which could easily be 
confused with London Company marks. It is difficult to 

believe that this was not intended to deceive, and it is not 
known with certainty that all these marked barrels were 
actually subjected to view and proofing as was done in 
London. Birmingham was not to establish its own official 
proof house until 1813. 

The procurement and production of military firearms 
was also changing dramatically during this time frame. 
During the period from 1689 to 1714, Ordnance con-
tracts for small arms were let to the London Gunmakers 
Company which appears to have spread the work accord-
ing to a member’s capacity and standing with the Compa-
ny officials. Some 200 different gunsmiths were involved, 
each generally producing completed small arms. Since 
there was no real standardization, there was a problem 
in maintaining supply and quality. According to Bailey,20 
“The result was a hodgepodge of weapons varying widely 
in quality of materials and workmanship, and conforming 
only in very basic terms to a fixed pattern.” This was all to 
change with the New Ordnance System for procurement 
of small arms which was introduced in 1715. Thus, sepa-
rate contracts were let to gunsmiths for supply of barrels, 
locks, ramrods and bayonets, brass furniture, and small 
workers, each component being made to a set pattern and 
submitted to the Board of Ordnance for inspection and 
approval.21 After that, separate contracts were made for 
stockers and setters-up to produce completed small arms 

Fig 13. Cast silver grotesque 
butt masks on pistols by dif-
ferent gunmakers and differ-
ent silversmiths.
(A) James Willmore, c1730
(B) William Bailes, hallmarked 
1761 JA
(C) Joseph Griffin, hall-
marked1764 IK
(D) John Twigg, hallmarked  
1776 IK
(E) Wallis of Hull, Birming-
ham hallmarked 1778 CF

A B C

D E
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from components supplied by the Board of Ordnance. 
Noting that this was a revolutionary step in small arms 
production, one might see where Hirst formed the impres-
sion that the gunmakers of London were simply “screwers 
together,” requiring very little skill or art. Of course, this 
was not true for military small arms and much less so for 
civilian arms. It must be said, as well, that a number of 
gunmakers who were involved in the set-up of completed 
arms for Ordnance were also contractors to Ordnance for 
manufacture of the components, so they maintained all 
the skills required to produce complete firearms.

While military small arms were made to set patterns, ci-
vilian firearms continued to progress in both the technol-
ogy and the art form. During the 18th century, a distinct 
English style evolved and the artistic fashion shifted from 
the Baroque, through the Rococo, to the Neoclassical Re-
vival. At the same time, the flintlock mechanism evolved 
to a device which fired very rapidly and reliably through 
the use of roller bearings, low friction links, and various 
methods to improve the rate of fire and waterproofing. 
Many firearms were also built to order and custom made. 
Any gunmaker involved in such production had to be 
up-to-date, inventive, and have the full range of skills 
required to produce a firearm from start to finish. His 
skills are in no way diminished by acknowledging that 
any component he might be able to purchase rather than 

make from scratch would increase his production and re-
duce his costs. These ideas are illustrated using a couple 
of examples. The first is a holster pistol by Edward North 
made in the 1750s; the side plate and pommel are shown 
in Fig 14. It is very unusual for the period in having full 
iron furniture, beautifully chiselled in a style typical of 
cast silver furniture of the day. This would have been 
much more costly and required much more skill to pro-
duce than the elaborate silver furniture which was popu-
lar at the time for high quality firearms. The wood carving 
is also extraordinary. Nothing is known about the pistol’s 
provenance, but it was probably custom made for some 
wealthy client who did not endorse the changing fashions 
and could afford to indulge his tastes. The second exam-
ple is of a breech loading gun by Charles Byrne and dated 
177022 as seen in Fig 15. This is an extraordinary one-off 
piece which demonstrates the capabilities of the top En-
glish gunmakers of the period, both in terms of inventive-
ness and artistic skills. It has a patented shock absorbing 
butt plate (about 100 years ahead of the general develop-
ment of this feature), a 12-start thread on the breech so 
that the barrel turns off in half a turn, and magnificent 
artistic merit in engraving, wood carving, and silver wire 
inletting. While these particular examples are unique, the 
point is that there were numerous gunmakers in England 
at this time who were producing this kind of work. 

Fig 14. The forged and chiselled iron side 
plate and pommel of a holster pistol by 
Edward North circa 1755.
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Fig 15. A unique gun by Charles Byrne of London 
with patented breech and shock absorbing butt plate 
showing extraordinary engraving, wood carving and 
silver wire inlays, dated 1770. 
(A) the complete gun, (B) breech signature,
(C) breech loading mechanism, 
(D) butt showing elaborate silver wire inlays.

A
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D
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Summary

There can be no question that the gunmaking trade in 
England changed dramatically in the early 18th century. 
Gun making in the late 17th century was characterized 
by those who typically had the broad range of skills and 
the capabilities required to produce all the components 
for complete firearms. The most common material used 
for furniture was wrought iron and, at least in the civilian 
gun trade, the gunmakers produced high-quality firearms 
showing great individuality and imaginativeness in artis-
tic design. By the early 18th century, cast brass and silver 
became the common materials used for firearms furni-
ture and supply of these components was outsourced. In 
time, this became true of other components such as locks 
and barrels. This resulted in increased quality as well as 
in much more efficient production for both military and 
civilian firearms, including improved reliability in supply 
for the former. However, parts were still not interchange-
able, even in the case of standardized parts for military 
small arms. Thus, substantial skills were required to make 
a broad range of components as well as to assemble them. 
Especially in terms of civilian firearms, significant artistic 
abilities were also essential. Hirst’s expressed opinion of 
the London gunmaking trade in 1747 as simple “screwers 
together” who required little skill or art in their work is 
unsupportable by the facts.23    
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